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QUESTION 1

The GUI of a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application has been delivered through internet Explorer with
proprietary Active X and Java controls. This implementation enables rich client capabilities, but specific commercial
automation tools are necessary to automate test cases at GUI of functional test cases. This is to demonstrate whether a
small set of the commercial are able to properly recognize actions taken by a tester when interacting with GUI of the
CRM application. 

Which of the following scripting techniques would be MOST suitable in this scenario? 

A. Data-driven scripting 

B. Keyword-driven scripting 

C. Linear scripting 

D. Structure scripting 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following metrics could suggest, under certain condition that an automated regression test suite has NOT
been updated for new functionalities added to the SUT? 

A. The ratio of comments to executable statements in the SUT code. 

B. The SUT code coverage provided by the execution of the regression test suite. 

C. The defect density in the automation code of the regression test suite. 

D. The ratio of commands to executable statements in the automation code of the regression test suite 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A TAS uses a commercial test automation tool and the default logs generated by the inconsistent formats such as
different types of messages (pass/fail steps, screenshots, warnings, etc.) To solve this issue some custom logging
functions have been created from the test scripts, making it possible to log the different types of messages with the
same format. However, this may cause a problem due to excessive size of the logs which can make it difficult to find the
required information. Assume that all the default logs will be disabled when running the automated tests and that some
tests will not generate excessively sized logs. Which of the following represents the BEST suggestion for implementing
the custom logging functions? 

A. Implement the custom logging functions without saving timestamps 

B. Implement the custom logging functions to support different levels of tracing 

C. Implement the custom logging functions without saving stack traces 
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D. Implement the custom logging functions to redirect the logs to multiple files 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider a TAS that is going to be deployed for the first time. The TAS requires share resources and run it its own test
environment. The infrastructure for the TAS has been created along with maintenance procedures. It is very unlikely the
TAS will be required to work in other target Environments. There is a high-risk that when the TAS is deployed in its own
test environment, a number of existing application will no longer work because of conflicts with the existing shared
resources. Which of the following activities would you expect to be MOST effective at mitigating the risk associated with
the first deployment of the TAS? 

A. Testing the TAS for application compatibility issues in the target environment 

B. Testing the TAS for its ability to be implemented in other target test environments. 

C. Testing the TAS for regressions due to optimization that fix non-functional issues. 

D. Testing the TAS for ITS ability to run a shared test environment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is NOT an advantage of test automation? 

A. The ability to perform tests which would be difficult or impossible to execute manually 

B. The ability to run more tests in less time and therefore to make it possible to run them more often 

C. The ability to find more defects with the same tests, compared to executing the same test manually 

D. The ability to enable a better use of skilled testers by freeing them from repetitive and boring tasks 

Correct Answer: C 
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